
Lord, Give Me Patience 
– Now! 

 ___________________ 

“You, too be patient; strengthen your 
hearts, for the coming of the Lord is near” 

(James 5:8). 



An Illustration from Farming 
• The farmer waits, waits some more, endures, and 

    waits even more for the harvest. 
• Patience is necessary for our life of faith, refusing to 

   give up the belief that God is at work for us: 
–   In circumstances we do not understand 
–   In situations that are not fair 
–   In relationships that do not work out 
–   In problems where we do not know the solutions 
–   In standing for the right when wrong has the advantage   

• Especially in suffering we must wait on the Lord. 



An Illustration from Scripture 
• James reminds us of those who model patience: 

–  Noah patiently built the Ark 
–  Abraham waited decades for the promised Isaac 
–  Joseph lost home and youth while waiting patiently 
–  Hannah kept hoping while praying for Samuel 
–  Moses endured the complaints of wandering Israelites 
–  David waited on God’s timing while fleeing from Saul 
–  Daniel had no fear of the lion’s den because of his faith 

• James especially mentions Job as the ultimate OT   
    example of one who persevered unjust suffering. 



The Results of Patience 
• The one who trusts God will not grumble (9)! 

–  Grumbling assumes God is not working. 
–  Grumbling implies a rush to judgment. 
–  Grumbling is misery that brings misery to others. 
–  The Judge is standing at the door! 

• The one who trusts God will not lie (12)! 
–  There is no need to swear when you tell the truth. 
–  To lie and swear may appear to give instant advantage. 
–  Telling the truth is right, and pays off in the long run. 
–  To do so honors God and avoids His judgment! 



     An Illustration from Gabbi 




